Fleet Capabilities

Ghost Rider USA

A Rigid Hard Bottom In atable Boat (RHIB), re- tted in 2021, has an inboard/
outboard 200 hp turbo diesel engine. She has a one hundred gallon tank, red/
yellow strobe lights, light bars, forward and aft spot lights, forward and aft hailers
AIS and a Garmin display GPS. She is known as the most stable and built for extreme
conditions. Zodiac Hurricane™ RHIBs are designed by highly skilled engineers and
built by experienced technicians to be capable of operating in the roughest sea
conditions.
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The Ministry of Sailing RHIBs are available for commercial, coaching, security, work
boats, or movie rentals/contracts etc.. Our professional sailors and safety consultants have
been in the marine business, racing around the world, managing race teams, events and
training sailors. We also have unprecedented experience responding to disasters and
providing personnel recovery operations. Price and reliability are always a concern,
especially today. We provide both, in return for repeat business and friendships
throughout the world. If you’re in the business of racing, maritime security, diving, ocean
rafting or just pleasure boating we will provide you with reliability, safety and ef ciency
for a fraction of the costs.

We can place the Ghost Rider anywhere from

NewYork, Chicago to Key West in 24 hours.

WWW.MINISTRYOFSAILING.COM

sail@ministryofsailing.com

The Ministry of Sailing is a Disabled Veterans Owned Small Business
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The Ministry of Sailing provides Logistics,
Risk Management,
Safety and Security Consulting, Maritime support vessels, work
boats and personnel.
We are one with the water, spreading
diplomacy on the sea through best practices in environmental
awareness and medical care planning. We can support air
operations in Afghanistan, Search and Rescue on the Tigress River
in Iraq and Anti-Piracy training in the Gulf of Aden,,,, now imagine
how well we can work in our own back yards.

We are the Ministry of Sailing, promoting diplomacy on the
water for all mankind!

Deck Boats

RHIBs

Drones and more!
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